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This is a very careful edition of the diaries of the German-Jewish mathematician Otto
Blumenthal which he wrote in German between 1939 and 1943, partly in Aachen, partly
in emigration to the Netherlands. He was in this neighbouring country since August
1939 together with his wife, before they were deported and died in Westerbork (his wife
Mali in 1943) and Terezin (he in November 1944). The entries in the diaries are very
short and only rarely emotional. But together with elaborate footnotes and additional
documents they constitute a breathtaking documentation of the gradually increasing
discrimination of Jews under German occupation following May 1940. Blumenthal’s
children Ernst and Margret, who were forbidden to complete their studies in Germany
in the 1930s, managed to escape to England. Felsch traced the diaries in Northwich
in 2003 in the possession of Ernst’s widow. Felsch found there additional documents,
in particular letters of the Blumenthals to their children and witness reports about the
death of Mali and Otto.

The editor embeds the diary into a biography of Blumenthal, which does not aim at his
mathematical work.

Otto Blumenthal had been known as the first doctoral student of David Hilbert (1898)
and as his first biographer (1935), but above all as the long-term managing editor
of Mathematische Annalen. His own mathematical work (mainly in function theory)
ranked second compared to his organisational activity for the community of mathemati-
cians. He was dismissed in 1933 from his position as professor of mathematics in Aachen
(officially for political reasons which led to a 25 percent cut in his pension) and 1938
from the Annalen. Heinrich Behnke who later was to take over as managing editor said
already in 1935: “Of course I could not replace Blumenthal. In his willingness to read
each and every manuscript (even the corrections) he is simply irreplaceable.” (p.45).

The diaries are unique in describing the life of an emigrated Jewish mathematician to a
country occupied by the Germans during World War II, and the gradual deterioration
of the living conditions. When he had to wear the Star of David following April 1942
Blumenthal remarked: “First familiarity with the Star of David which is deliberately
ugly and insulting.” (30.4.42).The diaries also document, however, much support which
the Blumenthal couple received by Dutch colleagues (such as J. A.Schouten, B. van
der Pol, J. Burgers, C. A. Biezeno, and Julius Wolff, the latter was also killed by
the Germans) and by neighbours, which makes the diaries very moving. Blumenthal
and his wife went to Bible sessions of the emigrated German pastor of the Bekennende
Kirche Bruno Benfey; they had converted to Protestantism many decades before, which,
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however, did not matter for the Nazis.
The only criticism of the well written and thoroughly researched book is the lack of
reference to general and comprehensive literature on the emigration of Jewish mathe-
maticians, which would have allowed making comparisons with the fates of others, also
in the Netherlands, of whom several survived in hiding.
The Blumenthal project had been started by an initiative of the town of Aachen in 1997,
named “Ways against forgetting”. It led, in addition to the publication described, also
to the erection of a commemorative plaque in front of Blumenthal’s former home.
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